
The engagement and support of students online is the enduring challenge  in online, 
distance and flexible learning. While the communication opportunities have grown over 
the last 30 years, the expectations of students, and the expectations around social 
models of learning creates new obstacles.

Increasingly, as we will see, the roles of academics have evolved. There is a tendency 
towards specialisations between engagement of students for learning and the support 
of students online. The primary cause of this specialisation is the massification of higher 
education. Larger classes necessitates a division of labour that leads to segmentation 
and specialisation.

Everything I am going to highlight in this presentation needs to take into account of the 
technical restrictions imposed by your institution, of institutional policies, and of the 
General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/67
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Biggest challenge in ‘Emergency Remote Learning’ (ERT) 
is not about the quality of the learning experience, it is 
overcoming the limitations of a cohort based teaching 
model that follows a planned formal curriculum.

..

The COVID-19 Pandemic that has forced the suspension 
of normal face-to-face campus based provision of 
education cannot be addressed by appealing solely to 
colleagues experienced in online and distance 
education. The change is not simply about the model of 
delivery, it is more fundamental than that. Since 
January 2020 institutions have gone into crises mode. 
Some are adjusting already, most are still in crisis mode. 
High quality online and distance learning requires long 
term planning, established systems and skilled 
providers. What we are currently dealing with is 
‘Emergency Remote Learning’ (ERT). For some, ideally 
all, this may be the foundation for future quality online, 
distance flexible learning (ODFL) but for now we need 
to be realistic about what is possible.
In ERT the initial focus is on supporting students 
through turmoil in the life, study and work. Later in 
ODFL the focus becomes on ensuring students are 
engaged.
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I recently posted a short article on Linkedin entitled ‘Just’ get your courses 
online…Really? (https://bit.ly/SPAreally). This was a response to hearing from academic 
colleagues at another institution being instructed to ‘move their content’ online and 
‘use the technology’, as though these things were easy. Naturally enough these 
instructions were coming from senior managers (a Vice Chancellor in this case) who had 
not set foot in a classroom in this millennium. If nothing else, this current need for ERT 
illustrates just how out of touch many senior leaders are as to what is happening on our 
contemporary campuses. 

My premise is that while there are certainly online parallels for all of the functions 
traditionally carried out by campus based teachers, the fact that they require new 
language illustrates that there are adjustments to be made.
..
These adjustments will be made seamlessly by some, regardless of discipline, age, 
gender of ethnicity. There is no single ‘profile’ for the ‘easy’ adopter of new 
technologies. For every dance tutor who will encourage students to submit phone 
captured performances from their living room for peer critique, there will be another 
who struggles to find enough performance videos for students to watch. For every 
engineering lecture that can invent ingenious ways of demonstrating pressure using 
plastic bottles and water in their kitchen, another will instruct students to just another 
chapter in the text book. 

A bigger concern to me, is how relationships change under our current conditions. How 
do we support the student with learning challenges and mental health challenges?
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In the same piece I went on to suggest that there are also equivalencies between the 
physical experiences in which learning occurs and their online counterparts. In most 
cases these digital spaces demand a degree of digital literacy to be used effectively. In 
many cases students will outpace their teachers. This is not a matter of ‘age’, rather 
about digital immersion. It is also important to recognise that not everyone under the 
age of has a What’s app, TikTok and Instagram account. Digital literacy amongst 
students is not as pervasive as is often assumed. 

However, if your student population is connected, you should leverage that advantage.
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Personally I believe everyone involved in learning and teaching should use an existing 
model or practice, or develop one for themselves.

Having a model, that captures the learning and teaching process, gives you a 
benchmark against which changes in practice can be measured and interpreted.

Very brief word about the SOLE Model. The Student-Owned Learning Engagement 
model is a holistic model is designed to be:
• Developmental
• Descriptive
• Diagnostic
• Evaluative
…
Atkinson, S. P. (2011a). Developing faculty to integrate innovative learning in their 
practice with the SOLE model. In S. Ferris (Ed.), Teaching, Learning and the Net 
Generation: Concepts and Tools for Reaching Digital Learners. IGI Global.
Atkinson, S. P. (2011b). Embodied and Embedded Theory in Practice: The Student-
Owned Learning-Engagement (SOLE) Model. The International Review of Research in 
Open and Distance Learning, 12(2), 1–18.
Atkinson, S. P. (2010). Putting the SOLE into Higher Education. In LAMS Foundation 
(Ed.), Sharing Great Ideas. LAMS Foundation.
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INFORM
The materials provided, usually in advance, to support domain knowledge 
acquisition.

• In the context of COVID19, keep it simple.
• Stick to relevant readings, set reflective tasks rather than fill-up student time with 

more reading.
• Share your notes either as PDFS or Podcasts/audio recordings NOT as raw slides
• Link to stimulating video, YouTube/TED talks
• VLE platforms are ideal for sharing information.

If you ARE developing material, make sure you optimise their use. It’s a good time to 
enhance your digital skills. A well-formed PowerPoint can be used to generate 
meaningful notes and a self-study resource too. As illustrated here.
..
Design Questions:  What pre-existing material exists? Have you explored existing Open 
Educational Resources (OER) that could be adapted to suit your learners’ needs? Would 
a single set-reading be a helpful reference point? What capacity for deep engagement 
with resources exists? Are seminal texts identified to students as such, if not, are they 
truly necessary? What opportunities exist for learners to assist in developing and 
refining the creation of learning materials, for example in the joint creation of an online 
glossary or a shared annotated bibliography.
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CONNECT
Time and activity allocated for real-time synchronous engagement.

Where you have access to webinar software use it.
Where you do not there are a number of free web conferencing tools available, usually 
with limitations but these too can be exploited.

Be clear to your students if its new to you. The chance are it is to them too.

You could always consider setting up a YouTube account and doing live presentations 
with students providing real-time comments.

In the context of COVID-19 do not worry too much about ‘broadcast quality’, just make 
sure the learning message is crystal clear.
..
Design Questions:  What balance of face-to-face, or virtual contact time, is appropriate 
throughout the course? Does institutional timetabling allow variance throughout the 
course; might you choose to engage to a greater extent at the outset of the learning 
process and again for summative purposes? If learning materials are supporting domain 
knowledge acquisition, what is the most effective use of your time?
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ENGAGE
Time and activity allocated to asynchronous engagement involving the teacher.

COVID19 does not mean that students are sitting at home with unlimited time to waste. 
Use your time wisely and you won’t waste your students time either.

VLEs are perfect for asynchronous dialogue. Discussion fora and wikis are available. 
Some asynchronous tools allow for more virtual presence, Like Voicethread, or by 
posting YouTube video unlisted and invited students to comment. If you have concerns 
about accessibility remember to ensure transcripts are available for audio recordings.

Ultimately you can use email. Email discussion threads work well for small cohorts 
when properly structured around a distinct learning point but need to be managed.

You do NOT need to respond to every posting made on a discussion board to have 
personal presence.
..
Design Questions:  What level of direct engagement with learner activity is required of 
you to support and progress student learning? What degree of online intervention is 
commensurate with your learning design; are students online and require your 
guidance? To what extent is your presence required and motivational? What periodic 
interventions might you make to contemporise the learning context, drawing on 
current literature or social contexts to make the learning real-world relevant?
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COLLABORATE
The direct engagement with fellow students on the same learning cycle, which can be 
reasonably directed.

Many institutions will have access to suites of software and apps. Office365 and Google 
Suite being the two obvious ones. Learn about them! Make sure you understand what 
is shareable through institutional emails. Try and keep it as official as possible but in the 
COVID19 context, if you need to set up a personal folder of GDrive and provide access 
to your students so be it.

There are other platforms, WhatsApp, Facebook and Instagram that allow students to 
create groups and sub-groups and to share and comment on each other’s work.

Larger cohorts need a different approach and where there are no institutional 
platforms to lean on you may want to think about designing more situated activities, 
where collaboration is between those living together rather than within a cohort.
..
Design Questions: What opportunities exist for in-class, or online, exchange of views, 
co-construction and co-resolution? What opportunities for negotiation, sharing, joint 
inquiry or critical-friends exist within the course? Is collaboration, critique, or inquiry an 
identified learning outcome? Are there reasons why group work would contribute to 
the ILO; are there skills to be learnt through particular forms of collaboration?
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CONTEXTUALIZE
The non-course context in which the learner lives is a source of real-world activity we 
can build on in our course design.

So students are no longer on campus. A lot of them won’t be any further from the 
reality of their ultimate workplace. But they do all lie within a ‘society, think about how 
you can make use of that.

Think about the ultimate professional context of your  students.  Look at your 
institutions ‘Graduate Attributes’ if they exist, or your Programme Outcomes. And ask 
yourself what can I be asking my students to engage in that gives them an artefact that 
has value? 

It could be a draft article for Linkedin for some careers, or it could be a creative piece 
for artists and designers fir DeviantArt. There will be other platforms for all disciplines. 
If you don’t use them yet, COVID19 is the perfect excuse to start doing so.

..
Design Questions: Is the cohort a homogenous or heterogeneous group? What 
‘external’ social contexts can we reference in our learning design, are students working 
and could contexts be cited? Are there diversities in life contexts which afford 
opportunities to encourage contextual learning, can learners be asked to share social 
differences? What learning might occur with other non-peers, elders, siblings, social or 
leisure contexts?
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PERSONAIZE
The individual life context, which the learner occupies, is a source of real-world 
activity we can build on in our learning design.

Encourage the learner to think for themselves has never been more important. 
Consider setting up e-portfolios for your students. If you have an institutional solution 
(Such as Mahara that can be linked easily to Moodle) or an external platform such as 
WordPress just be clear to students where confidentiality and security issues lie. This is 
good digital literacy learning when COVID19 makes those skills so important..

If you don’t have access to these kinds of platforms have students start a Word based 
journal. Ideally try and change your assessment to capture and reward these reflective 
practices.

..
Design Questions:  Is the learner face-to-face or online? Are they working part-time or 
full-time, studying for a professional degree, trade or craft or some life-work as yet ill-
defined. Is this something that can be developed as a theme for personal reflection? 
What prior-learning, pre-requisites or co-requisites might be drawn on in the learning 
design?
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REFLECT
Identified as a reflection-on-action to reflection-in action process through the course 
life-cycle.

As a specific learning skill reflection within a discipline is invaluable. How more 
authentic is a students contribution when it s done in their own voice.

Communication is a 21st Century Skill and not widely assessed. Consider having students 
submit a three minute video presenting their personal solution to a problem, or a 5 
minute audio/podcast.  Equivalent to less the 500 words in ‘material’ the thinking time 
amounts to much more than that.

Having to present an idea or a concept back to the tutor requires a great deal of 
preparation. If the challenge is situated properly It can’t be copied and pasted from 
Wikipedia.

It also has the advantage of being readily assessible and more interesting for markers 
than trawling through essays for hours on end.

..
Design Questions: What opportunities exist to capture the reflection on feedback and 
assessment? What artefacts might be stored for later consideration? What occasions 
exist to engage in the individual’s social context and with peers to evaluate the learning 
in progress?
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Assess
Both formative (assessment for learning) and summative (assessment of learning) 
assessment.

Most forms of assessment can be done online and at a distance. There sometimes need 
to be a different mindset that's all.

• Students can be assessed on their staging of a contemporary dance piece in their 
living room as readily in the dance studio. 

• Social science students can be orally assessed more deeply in a 10 minute one-on-
one interview than in a three hour exam.

• Group work can be more easily tracked for individual contributions online than 
through an end of term presentation.

• With smaller cohorts you can even administer short answer questions in a invigilated 
way through webinar software.

Think about what the skills are that you are actually trying to assess.
..
Design Questions :Assessment could be for the purposes of evaluating progress against  
achievement of the learning outcomes (formative) or be for demonstration of that 
progress for evaluative and credit purposes (summative); what is the balance within 
your course? Have you provided opportunities for engagement with the marking 
rubrics? Have you optionality or negotiated assessment possibilities in your course? Are 
there opportunities for students to relate assessment tasks to prior learning, to other 
pre-requisite courses? Does assessment design give the students anything to ‘take-
away’ of practical benefit to their future learning career of life-work?
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FEEDBACK
Supportive guidance on quality and level of evidence being demonstrated in 
achievement of the learning outcomes.

Under COVID19 conditions many faculty feel obliged to provide 1-on-1 support 
to each and every student. This is not necessarily true. Some students will have 
other support networks around them, they probably wouldn’t voluntarily book a 
tutorial with you or access student support ordinarily. Don’t force them. Just be 
available.

Take a lesson for those that routinely teach large classes. I’ve found it 
appropriate to record my cohort feedback and posted that unlisted to YouTube. 
You may choose to identify a students positive contribution to make it more 
personalised but seeing and hearing you engage with their work is highly 
motivating.

If you are marking up scripts, in PDF or Word, use the full suite of commenting 
tools available.
..
Design Questions: Feedback could be self-generated, peer generated or teacher 
focused. What opportunities exist for feedback within your given teaching 
context? Will students see you each week, for how long, and are classes sizes 
such that feedback will necessarily be peer provision? Would learning sets or 
group strategies support more effective feedback? If I am teaching online, or 
supporting the learning online, is there an opportunity for personalised 
feedback?
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Two interesting forward thinking reports focussing on school level education that I think 
all higher educators should think about. Time invested now will pay dividend sin the 
future.

UNESCO report entitled ' Thinking about pedagogy in an unfolding pandemic’
https://bit.ly/SchoolCV19

World Economic Forum webpage entitled '4 Ways COVID-19 could change how we 
educate future generations’
https://bit.ly/WEFcv19
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Two publications working reviewing.

Ormond Simpson (2012) Supporting Students for Success in Online and Distance 
Education (Third Edition)
Routledge ISBN 9780415509107 

Mark Nichols (2020) Transforming Universities with Digital Distance Education 
Routledge ISBN 9781138614703
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Webinars:
Details of two pertinent workshops.

UNESCO webinars :
Distance education
https://en.unesco.org/events/unesco-learning-cities-respond-covid-19-webinars
Date and Time: 
13:00-14:00h 
CET 6 May 2020

ASCILITE Live! Webinar: 
Creating presence in online learning for practice-based classes
https://ascilite.org/get-involved/ascilite-live-webinars/creating-presence-in-online-
learning-for-practice-based-classes-16-june-2020/
Date and Time:
11am – 12pm AEST 
16 June 2020
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This resource has been posted on Monday 27th April 2020 to the sijen.com WordPress 
site.

You are welcome to download it, share it and make use of it in any way to support you 
or your colleagues facing the challenges of ER.

It has also been designed as an example of a suitable teaching resource. Available as 
PowerPoint Notes and Adobe Presenter self navigable resource.
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My contacts are:

Twitter: @sijen
Instagram: @sijen

Email: simon.atkinson@openpolytechnic.ac.nz

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/simonpaulatkinson/

Website: https://www.sijen.com
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